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This is one of those recordings that makes you feel
good all over. Simply put, I’d have to describe it as a near
perfect blues dance party…swinging blues and R&B that
makes having a good time a sure bet.”

Joined together by a love of early swingin’ rock and roll, the
Hungry Williams play music that puts a smile on your face
and a spring in your step. Legendary Midwest drummer and
leader John Carr has assembled a group of like-minded R&B
gurus who deliver the goods. Lead singer Kelli Gonzalez
belts it out of the park with sass and charm, while the rest
of the core group including Mike Sieger on bass, Joe Vent
on guitar, and Jack Stewart on keys make it jump all night
long. With a sax section adding grease to the skillet, the
Hungry Williams rock, swing, jump, and stroll at every
show, making sure everyone takes some time to leave
their worries behind and have some fun.

Bill Wilson, Pennsylvania

This record has the same effect as
opening a dance floor after a year of
confinement. It sparkles, it jumps, it
celebrates.” Blues Again, France
This is music where no one can sit still …
‘Brand New Thing’ by The Hungry Williams
is a must-have for all music lovers who love
vintage jump blues, rock’n roll and swinging
R&B.” Concert Monkey, Belgium

Playing blues with a lively sax section and some
cool barrelhouse piano, The Hungry Williams are
primed to show you a good time, and Brand New Thing
will make your toes tap and it’ll put a smile on your face.”
Gonzo Okanagan, Canada

With one foot in the Crescent City and one in early rock
and roll, The Hungry Williams have made a thoroughly
entertaining disc which anyone who has a love for the
sounds of 50’s R&B will adore.” The Groove, Illinois
Superb! … a disc that’s a pleasure from start to finish.
Reborn with a modern sound, all of these tunes find a new
life.” ABS Magazine, France
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